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Handling and storage of Compressed Gas Cylinders 

 
Compressed gas cylinders are used in a wide range of research and support activities on 
campus. With nearly 200 different types of products and a wide variety of shapes and 
sizes, working with compressed gas cylinders on a daily basis presents both physical and 
chemical hazards. Some of the hazards associated with cylinder use include: explosion, 
tip over, projectile, asphyxiation or poising. As a result, proper handling and storage of 
compressed gas cylinders is an important part of safe laboratory practice. Outlined below 
are some important items to remember when working with compressed gas cylinders: 
 
Handling: 

• Always read the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) before working with a 
compressed gas. 

• Regularly inspect cylinders. Does the cylinder have signs of defects? Does it 
show signs of deep rusting?  Does it contain the correct gas in the designated 
usage area? 

• Close all cylinder valves when not in use. 
• Do not rely on cylinder color to identify contents. A clear identification label 

should be permanently attached to the cylinder. If in doubt do not use the 
cylinder! 

• Before transporting cylinders always remove regulators, tighten the cylinder valve 
and replace the cylinder protection cap. 

• When transporting secure cylinder to a suitable cylinder truck or cart. 
• Take the necessary precautions to ensure gas cylinders are not dropped or allowed 

to strike each other or other objects.  
• Verify you are using the correct Compressed Gas Association (CGA) cylinder 

outlet connection. This three-digit coded number is configured differently for 
each family of gases to help minimize the potential of mixing incompatible gases.  

 
Storage: 

• Store cylinders in the proper environment. Designated storage spaces should be 
level, dry, well-ventilated areas free of flame or sparks. 

• Segregate incompatible gases by hazard class in separate areas, even when 
cylinders are empty. 

• Cylinders should be restrained to a fixed surface at all times to prevent them from 
falling or tipping over. They can be secured by using wall brackets, clamps or by 
use of a cylinder stand. Restraints should be used on the upper half of the 
cylinder, above the center of gravity, using: chains, cylinders straps, wire or cable. 

• When cylinders are not being used, the valve should be closed and the cylinder 
cap should be secured in place. 

 
To learn more about compressed gas cylinders please visit our website www.ehs.ohio-
state.edu and follow the links to our online training page.  
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